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No actual update occurred in this time, but it's reasonable to assume that much has changed. Why is this update so old? Because we've moved to
GitHub. If you want to join us on our journey, please check out This update was one of the first to include Civilian Camps in which visitors could rest
and interact with Lara. This feature was done due to feedback from players asking for more home improvement tools. The feature has been used
in most of the updates since and has since been incorporated into multiple other game systems. In this update, all fletching and smithing are now
permitted in the workshop, and there is a much more detailed crafting system. It now comes with the ability to make potions and scrolls, which are
much more useful than before. This update also introduced the belief system that allowed the player to craft the rites of the elves, and the Orcs in
Mannamar, Gundabad, Dol Guldur, and Angmar no longer follow the degenerate cults of the Drow and Sauron. Beta 8 marked the first ever update
of the Mod to be released, and it was the largest update in the history of the Mod by a great margin. The entire map was redone, and the new map

was shaped after a map made by the Tolkien Estate, using the final version of the Silmarillion. Harad Ungol was introduced, which was a large
mountain region in the south west of Middle-earth, and it was the first biome to be available after the introduction of explorable space. Several

new waypoints were added as well, and the Harad Rivers were introduced, which ran from Emyn Arnen on the Gondor/Harad border to Rhun
Dorthon in the south, and Rhun Dorthon in the south to Tre Reith, which was the final waypoint on the eastern border of Gondor.
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